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PREFACE 
Always remember that your service uniform is more 
than a mere suit of clothes worn to cover and pro-
tect your body.  It is the symbol of the honor, the 
tradition, and the achievements of the Colonial 
Forces. Whenever you wear your uniform, either on 
or off duty, be sure it is complete and conforms to 
the instructions of your post or station. Keep your 
uniform clean, neat, and in good repair so you will 
make a better impression on civilians and fellow Co-
lonial officers. 
 



The following information will assist you in the care of your service 
uniform:

A.     DO NOT WASH in the laundry. Your uniform is made of fine 
wool fabric. Washing will result in loss of color, extreme shrinkage, 
separation of fusing in the collars, rapid wear and broken trim-
mings such as buttons.

B.     Brush your uniform periodically on both sides of the fabric 
with a soft bristled brush or lint roller to help the fabric stay clean 
of dandruff, dust, or cigar ashes that collect between the fibers. 

C.     Keep your wool uniform STEAM PRESSED.  Do not substitute 
a dry cleaning when a steam pressing will serve your needs. If you 
are unable to get a steam press you can try hanging your uniform 
on your shower curtain rung and running the hot water for a few 
minutes to create steam. This can clean the wool and remove wrin-
kles. Wool does not absorb perspiration as much as cotton does, so 
dry cleaning after ten or twelve wearings is acceptable. While it is 
important to professionally dry clean your uniform as needed, the 
chemicals in dry cleaning can ruin the wool fabric in the long term. 
Be careful to choose a reputable dry cleaner and clean only as nec-
essary. Always dry clean all parts of your service uniform together 
so the fabrics always match if fading occurs. Remember to always 
remove insignia before having your uniform steam pressed or dry 
cleaned.

D.     Store your service uniform where it can breathe after wear-
ing. The wool in your uniform needs air to help it spring back into 
shape. If possible, give your uniform a three day rest after wearing. 
This will help it shed wrinkles and allow your uniform to regain its 
original shape. This rest will help avoid dry cleaning and keep your 
uniform feeling new much longer. Your service jacket should be 
hung on a good suit hanger that support the shoulders well and 
allows the jacket to drape without any creases. Your service pants 
should be hung at the waist so that the legs do not get unsightly 
creases at the knee.
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 E.     When storing your uniform for a long time, have it steam 
pressed and then hang it in a cotton bag. This allows the wool to 
breathe and stops moths from attacking it. Do not enclose your 
uniform in a plastic garment bag that does not breathe. You may 
cover the shoulders with a plastic covering where most dust accu-
mulates, but ensure your uniform can breathe. Uniforms that have 
become wet or damp should not be put away until they are dry.  It 
is also a good idea to inspect your uniform before putting it away.  
Missing buttons and rips should be attended to as soon as you take 
off your uniform instead of waiting until it is again needed.

F.     Spots on your service uniform are unsightly and unmilitary. 
The sooner a spot is removed, the easier. Place a folded clean towel 
under the soiled part of the cloth during the cleaning. The cleaning 
should be done by dampening a clean white cloth with a little warm 
water or touch of gentle soap and blotting the heaviest part of the 
spot always using very minimal gentle action. Then rub gently back 
and forth in a straight line over a larger area than the spot until dry. 
This usually prevents leaving a ring on the fabric. You may use a 
spot cleaning agent but ensure the instructions recommend its use 
on wool fabric as well as the stain in question. Always test a spot 
remover on a piece of the uniform which is not in a visible location. 
If you are not comfortable removing the spot on your own seek the 
services of a professional dry cleaner.

G.     Insignia and buttons having a gold finish should be cleaned 
with ammonia and water. DO NOT use an abrasive, as it will remove 
the gold plating.  Rubber bands, Manila paper, or any material 
containing sulfur, if near medals, insignia, or buttons, will tarnish 
them. Promptly replace missing buttons and insignia.
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The surest method to properly altering your service uniform is ar-
range for alterations at your local tailor so the tailor can physically 
see the uniform on you.  With this truth in mind, the following 
information will assist you in the tailoring of your service uniform:

Torso Fitting

The service jacket is meant to be worn like a fitted shirt and should 
be tailored as a fitted shirt would be. Two to four darts can be used 
to fit the service jacket to your silhouette. Darts are used to contour 
the front and back jacket panels evenly around your torso. A dart is 
fabric that is pinched and stitched to contour and shape the jacket 
to closely match your body’s silhouette. Darts are located below the 
bust line and are often used at the back as an added detail to the 
fit of the service jacket. Remember the jacket should be fitted, not 
tight or billowy. 

The following illustration shows the recommended placement of 
the darts in the manner in which the jacket should be tailored. 
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Cuff Fitting

The service jacket sleeves are finished so the cuffs may be raised or 
lowered easily by your tailor. What is the right length when it comes 
to service jacket cuffs? 

Ideally, your cuffs should cover your wrist and almost reach the 
beginning of your thumbs. You should allow 1/4" to 1/2" of skin to 
show below the cuff above your first thumb joint. On most people, 
this equates to having the cuff end 1/4” below the bump on the 
pinky side on your wrist, where your arm meets your hand. 

Pants Fitting

Service pants are unfinished and run about 38” long – too long for 
anyone to wear. You must have these hemmed. What is the right 
cuff and break when it comes to service pants? 

Non-cuff with a Half-Break 
Standard issue service pants in the Battlestar Group are Non-
Cuffed and tailored with a Half-Break. 

What’s a break?  
The break is the degree to which a pant extends down your leg, 
ranging from a full-break to a no-break (flood). A half-break 
trouser is slightly shorter than a full-break, but longer than a 
flood. Instead of the pant hem ending at the top of the heel, it 
ends about 1/2" to 2/3" of the way down the shoe, allowing a 
slight fold where the cuff hits the shoe. Don’t forget to make sure 
the pants are properly sized around your waist while you’re at 
your tailor.

Why are the pants pockets sewn shut?
There are two reasons. Firstly, the pockets are sealed prior to ship-
ment from our manufacturer. It’s done to facilitate the easiest 
pressing possible on the finished pants. Secondly, the original ser-
vice pants did not come with pockets to discourage service person-
nel from putting their hands in the pockets while on duty.
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Should I open them? 
This is entirely up to you. Generally, the pockets of your ser-
vice pants were never there, but for the sake of convenience we 
have included pockets to carry discreet, non-bulky cargo. Storing 
anything too heavy or bulky in the pocket will show on the out-
side and eventually distort the shape over time, causing a droop 
around the pockets.
 
What's the best way to open them? 
You can proceed carefully with a specialized device called a seam 
ripper (available at any sewing store), or just go slowly with a pair 
of nail scissors. Snip each thread carefully to avoid any damage to 
the surrounding material. If you don’t trust yourself, your tailor or 
neighborhood dry cleaner should be able to help you out.
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